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In the last year, climate models have run hot. As knowledge of enhanced climate sensitivity and polar ice melt-rate evolves, it has become clear that sea-level rise is significantly faster than previously thought, resulting in more frequent and destructive storm, storm surge, severe precipitation, and flooding.

With rare extreme events today becoming the norm in the future, existing risk mitigation measures become increasingly obsolete. The corollary to this analysis is that present and planned UK coastal nuclear installations will be at significant risk. In other words, nuclear’s lower-carbon electricity USP sits in the context of the much larger picture – that UK coastal nuclear will be one of the first, and most significant, casualties to ramping climate impact. Put simply, UK nuclear is quite literally on the front-line of climate change – and not in a good way.

To better understand the scale of risk and deploying representative sea-level projections closely aligned with median IPCC findings based on only median sea-level projections; annual flood risk maps for the year 2050 at two representative UK nuclear installations are provided. Like all models, including those deployed by EDF and the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR), these coastal flood risk maps should be interpreted as plausible threat indicators requiring deeper investigation.

Integrating very recent peer-reviewed scientific knowledge on climate change impact, this Report’s key finding is that UK civil nuclear infrastructure is profoundly unprepared for climate impact and there is a very high probability that reactors and their associated high-level spent fuel stores will become unfit for purpose.

Due to ramping climate induced sea-level rise, storm, storm surge, severe precipitation and raised river-flow, UK nuclear installations are set to flood – and much sooner than either the nuclear industry or regulators suggest. This is because risks to nuclear installations from sea-level rise driven extreme climate events will not be linear, as thresholds at which present natural and built environment coastal and inland flood defence barriers are exceeded.

Nuclear industry and ONR efforts to mitigate climate risk will involve significantly increased expense for any nuclear construction, operation, waste management, decommissioning, and even relocation or abandonment. Thus, it is essential that future climate risk to nuclear is transparently reassessed. In doing so, evolutionary modelled prediction of seasonal, decadal, and future climate change impact on nuclear infrastructure must be taken into account – including potential rapid change in extreme events, abrupt interactions and feedbacks.

Comprehensive ONR and nuclear industry risk assessments based on ‘all case’ scenarios should be published and regularly updated as fundamental scientific climate impact evidence evolves. Such an approach must include costings for any mitigation measures, and a range of contingency plans for the swift onset of climate-driven severe weather. In this sense, necessary action on climate change impact on UK nuclear infrastructure should be informed by and flow from the UK Presidency of COP 26 and the forthcoming Environment Bill, thereby reinforcing UK Fusion Doctrine.
1. Polar Ice-Caps are Melting

As the world heats, ice stored at the poles and in glaciers melt and sea levels rise\(^1\). The rate of rise has accelerated in recent decades and is now estimated at 3 to 4mm a year.\(^2\) With a recent NASA study based on 25 years of satellite data finding that global sea-level rise has been accelerating rather than increasing steadily, the Arctic is melting so rapidly that it's now 20% thinner than a decade ago, weakening a major source of the planet's cooling.\(^3\)

The polar ice caps are melting six times faster than they were in the 1990s, with the high melt-rate corresponding to the worst-case scenario model for global heating set out by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).\(^4\) This means that without sweeping curbs to CO\(_2\) greenhouse gas emissions, the planet will see a very significant rise in sea-level, resulting in ramping annual coastal and inland flooding.\(^5,6\)

Meanwhile, satellite data shows the Greenland Ice Sheet has lost a record amount of ice in 2019 (equivalent to a million tons per minute). With the climate crisis heating the Arctic at double the rate in lower latitudes, the ice cap is currently the biggest single contributor to sea-level rise, and already imperils coasts and coastal populations.\(^7\)

Here, it's unsettling to reflect that Greenland ice is melting faster than at any time in the past 12,000 years,\(^8\) shrinking by 532 billion tonnes last year, as its surface melts and

---


\(^8\) Turney C., Christopher J., Nicholas R. et al. (2020): Early Last Interglacial ocean warming drove substantial ice mass loss from Antarctica. PNAS. www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1902469117
glaciers fall into the ocean at a rate of seven Olympic-sized swimming pools per second\(^9\) – at a melt-rate matching any in the geological record for the Holocene (the period since the last Quaternary Ice Age).\(^{10}\)

This is all the more concerning since very recent research reports new early-warning signals indicating that the central-western part of the Greenland Ice Sheet is undergoing a critical transition. Because of rising temperatures, the destabilization of the ice sheet has begun and the process of melting may escalate, substantially increasing global sea level rise. In other words, A significant part of the Greenland Ice Sheet is on the brink of a tipping point, after which accelerated melting would become inevitable.\(^{11}\)

And the Antarctic (where more than half of Earth’s freshwater resources are held, representing by far the largest potential source for global sea-level rise under future warming conditions) is also threatened – with the likelihood that its long-term sea-level contribution will dramatically exceed that of other sources.\(^{12}\)

It’s worthwhile recalling that this has happened before, when a 2\(^\circ\)C ocean warming was enough to destabilise Antarctica in the past, as rising ocean temperatures drove the melting of Antarctic ice sheets and caused extreme sea-level rise.\(^{13}\) New data from the Antarctic Blue Ice Field has found that the West Antarctic Ice Sheet has proven unstable during the last warm period (120,000 years ago),\(^{14}\) and it’s now close to a stability tipping point, potentially resulting in a sea-level rise of 2.5 metres well within the 21\(^{st}\) century even if the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement are met.\(^{15}\)

---


\(^{11}\) Boers N. and Rypdal M. (2021): Critical slowing down suggests that the western Greenland Ice Sheet is close to a tipping point, Proceedings of the National academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 2021. https://www.pnas.org/content/118/21/e2024192118


\(^{14}\) The Eemian warm period was the last phase of climate history with global temperatures similar to those that the world is heading towards due to man-made global warming in the coming decades.

Further very recent analysis deploying satellite observations and numerical models demonstrate that the combined Arctic and Antarctic ice masses lost 28 trillion tonnes of ice between 1994 – 2017 (equivalent to a sheet of ice 100 metres thick covering the whole of the UK), with ice loss rising by 57% since the 1990s\(^{16}\) – a rate of loss in line with worst-case IPCC scenarios.\(^{17}\)

Put simply, current fundamental scientific knowledge of climate sensitivity and polar ice melt concludes that sea-level rise is significantly faster than previously believed and likely to exceed up to 2.5 metres well within the 21st century.\(^{18}\)

### 1.1 Climate Models Run Hot

Evolving knowledge based on significantly improved models of coastal sea-level elevations provide new best estimates of climate impact vulnerability,\(^{19}\) and although model uncertainty is a key challenge,\(^{20}\) a fifth of new results published in the last year have come in with anomalously high climate sensitivity – implying that Paris Climate Agreement goals may already be out of touch.\(^{21}\)

However, even current climate worst-case models may not capture the potential risk, as very recent cloud data suggests the climate is considerably more sensitive to carbon emissions than thought. Compared to the last IPCC assessment in 2014, a substantive number of climate studies demonstrate a sharp upward shift from 3°C to 5°C in climate sensitivity – the amount of warming projected via a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide from the pre-industrial level of 280 parts per million CO\(_2\).\(^{22}\)

---


It's sobering to reflect that a net loss of 600 billion tonnes was enough to raise the global watermark to about 40% of total sea-level rise in 2019.\(^{23}\) And, perhaps incredibly, the Greenland Ice Sheet (which, until the end of the 20th century accumulated as much mass as it shed) holds enough frozen water to lift the world's oceans by 7 metres. Note, over half the dramatic ice sheet loss in 2019 was due not to warmer-than-average air temperatures but unusual high-pressure weather systems linked to global warming.\(^{24}\)

Further, a key atmospheric CO\(_2\) pathway may be missing from current models. This is because, since carbon from thawing permafrost is flushed into waterways and converted to CO\(_2\) by sunlight, present climate models may underestimate CO\(_2\) emissions from permafrost by up to 14% - and, as a consequence, current estimates of additional global warming and sea-level rise from permafrost carbon feedback may prove too low.\(^{25}\)

This resonates with research commissioned by the Delta Programme at the Dutch Deltares Centre (tasked with protecting Holland against flooding and sea-level change), which suggest sea-level rise in the North Sea may accelerate sharply from 2050 – and that the UK should be preparing for its seas, estuaries and tidal rivers to rise by up to 2 metres in the next 80 years\(^{26}\) (nearly double the UK Met Office's worst-case predictions).\(^{27}\) Perhaps disconcertingly, the Delta report adds that the more rapid melting of Antarctic ice sheets haven't yet been incorporated into their programme's predictions.

Similarly, a recent review of global climate model estimates find they fall below observational records, suggesting that the likely upper level of sea rise projections in current IPCC reports will be too low. In other words, sea-levels are rising faster than IPCC worse-case forecasts.\(^{28}\)

And the world’s oceans are heating, reaching their hottest level in recorded history, supercharging the extreme weather impacts of the climate emergency.\textsuperscript{29} With summer sea ice declining due to amplified warming,\textsuperscript{30} the oceans are heating faster than any time in the last 2,000 years, providing more energy to storms and storm surge, making them significantly more frequent and severe.

1.2 Storm Surge

The effect of rising mean sea-levels at coastal installations will be felt most profoundly during extreme storm conditions when strong winds and low atmospheric pressure bring about a temporary and localised increase in sea-level known as a ‘storm surge’.\textsuperscript{31}

In other words, it’s not just the height of the rise in sea-level that’s important, it’s also the increase in storm surge. And as the British Oceanographic Data Centre Global Extreme Sea-Level Analysis project notes,\textsuperscript{32} the magnitude and frequency of extreme sea-levels (a factor of mean sea-level, tide and storm-induced increase) which can cause storm surge and catastrophic flooding, has accelerated world-wide.\textsuperscript{33}

Since coastal areas epitomise ‘at risk’ territory to climate change and sea-level rise,\textsuperscript{34} knowledge of coastal sea-level change from mean sea-level variability, tide, atmospheric surge and wave set-up are critical for coastal flooding assessment, including how coastal water level alters this combined interaction.\textsuperscript{35}


\textsuperscript{31} Storm surge is sea water pushed toward the shore by the force of storm winds. This advancing surge combines with normal tides to create a storm tide, which can increase the mean water level by 15 feet or more. In addition, wind-driven waves can be superimposed on the storm tide, causing further risk.

\textsuperscript{32} British Oceanographic Data Centre (2018): GESLA (Global Extreme Sea Level Analysis) high frequency sea level dataset – Version 2. https://data-search.nerc.ac.uk:443/geonetwork/srv/api/records/19e0ccbf8e575a139b7b70a6e875ef8b


High tides cause significant modifications, modulating wave set-up. Yet, although cumulative interactions have significant implications for changes in the frequency and height of future extreme tide and storm surge, climate impact projections are deeply under-rehearsed – including those for civil nuclear installations.36

2. **UK Climate Impact**

Rising sea levels, modified rainfall patterns and extreme temperatures have been forecast in the UK Climate Change Risk Assessment Report,\(^\text{37}\) with flooding expected to be one of the most prominent climate change risks to people, communities and infrastructure.\(^\text{38}\)

More recently, the Chair of the UK Environment Agency (EA) stated that even if we reach net zero by 2050, summer temperatures are set to be up to 7.4 °C hotter, there will be 59% more winter rainfall, and once-a-century sea-level events are to be expected on an annual basis.\(^\text{39}\) Perhaps disconcertingly, whilst preparing for a 2°C rise in global temperatures, the EA are also planning for a potential 4°C rise by 2100.\(^\text{40}\)

Similarly, a set of detailed European Environment Agency (EEA) maps emphasise the scale of climate impact that the EU and the UK will face if urgent action isn't taken to confront global heating,\(^\text{41}\) suggesting an upper bound for global mean sea-level rise in the range of up to 2.5 metres – significantly increasing coastal flooding.\(^\text{42}\)

---


\(^\text{41}\) European Environment Agency (EEA) (2020): Climate Change Impacts in Europe, EEA, Feb 2020. [https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/5f6596de6c4445a58ae956532b9813d](https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/5f6596de6c4445a58ae956532b9813d)

2.1 Coastal Flooding

Projected climate-induced changes in flood frequency mean that extreme events today are very likely to become the norm in the future, with coastal flooding frequency estimated to increase by a factor of between 10 and more than 100 in many European locations, depending on the emissions scenario.\(^\text{43}\)

Meanwhile, the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre concludes that the UK is on course to lose 1,531 km (27.7%) of its sandy coast in a best-case scenario, and 2,415 km (43.7%) in a worst-case.\(^\text{44}\) And similar trends may occur globally, with ambient movement in shoreline dynamics combined with coastal recession driven by sea-level rise resulting in severe damage to almost half the planet’s sandy beaches by the end of the century in a worst-case scenario that assumes only an 80cm rise in sea-level.\(^\text{45}\)

Although these estimates can be set against a forecast of international action on climate breakdown (known as the Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5,\(^\text{46}\) where reduced ice-cap melt and lower thermal expansion of water results in only a 50cm sea-level rise by 2100)\(^\text{47}\) – to do so seems optimistic, especially considering ‘combined hazard’ impact.

2.2 Combined Hazard

Sea-level rise and predicted changes to UK storm patterns (affecting both storm surge and river flow) will alter the probability of multiple hazard events, making previous understanding of risk and mitigation measures obsolete. This is because existing probabilistic methods for assessing combination hazard provide only limited detail on where and when risks may occur and can’t accommodate revised event distributions due to climate change-driven sea-level rise.\(^\text{48}\)

---


\(^{44}\) Webster B. (2020): Rising seas would destroy 1,000 miles of UK beaches, Times, Mar 2020. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/rising-seas-threatening-nearly-half-of-uk-beaches-cw8mcmx6


\(^{46}\) A Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) is a greenhouse gas concentration (not emissions) trajectory adopted by the IPCC.


Thus, combined hazards present a clear and present danger to coastal infrastructure – with 2,013 ports world-wide at risk from multiple hazards as coastal flooding, wave overtopping and storm surge increases.\textsuperscript{49}

\section*{2.3 So What}

Taking all this into consideration, it seems clear that the low-lying parts of the UK coast will be at significant and ramping risk from climate impact – and much sooner than expected.

In other words, recent peer-reviewed published scientific data point to much quicker and greater sea-level rise, faster, harder, more destructive storm and storm surge; inevitably bringing into question the operational safety, security and viability of low-lying UK coastal infrastructure.

3. Climate Change Nuclear Vulnerability

Following the UK government determination that all civil nuclear infrastructures were uniquely implicated in all four high priority tier-one threats identified in the National Security Strategy,\(^5\) NATO’s 2017 Strategic Foresight Analysis reported that climate change is a ‘threat multiplier’ involving both sea-level rise risk to coastal regions and increased impact of storm surge and inland inundation events.\(^6\)

3.1 Beyond Design-Base

Although near-term climate change risk to nuclear power plant seems very great,\(^7\) the overwhelming majority of installed nuclear capacity began operation well before global heating was considered in design or construction.

Now, with ramping predictions for sea-level rise and climatic disturbance, nuclear will prove an important risk in the UK and internationally.\(^8\) This is because 41% of all nuclear power plants world-wide operate on the sea-coast, making them vulnerable to increasing sea-level rise, storm intensity and storm surge induced flooding.\(^9\)

Inland nuclear plant face other climate risks, including increasingly severe wildfire, with episodic flooding events alternating with low river-flow and raised water temperature – the latter significantly impacting on reactor cooling capacity and, hence, viability.

Since climate change will impact nuclear plant earlier and harder than industry, government or regulatory bodies may expect,\(^10\) efforts to mitigate global heating risk to nuclear will mean significantly increased expense for nuclear construction, operation


and decommissioning.\textsuperscript{56} And since coastal spent fuel management facilities are vulnerable to unanticipated environmental events,\textsuperscript{57} climate change and accompanying sea-level rise are set to create significant risk to on-site high, medium and low-level nuclear waste stockpiles.

A key associated problem is that 516 million people world-wide live within a fifty mile (80km) radius of at least one operating nuclear power plant, and 20 million live within a ten mile (16km) radius – and so face health and safety risks from climate change-induced radiation contamination release events.\textsuperscript{58} Since at least 100 nuclear power stations have been built just a few meters above sea-level and will be increasingly threatened by serious flooding caused by accelerating sea-level rise and more frequent storm surge, there’s no question but nuclear stations are, quite literally, on the frontline of climate change risk.\textsuperscript{59}

For example, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concludes that 55 of 61 U.S. nuclear sites have already experienced flooding hazard beyond their design-base,\textsuperscript{60} and a recent U.S. Army War College report states that nuclear power facilities are at ‘high risk’ of temporary or permanent closure due to climate threats – with 60\% of U.S nuclear capacity vulnerable to major risks including sea-level rise, severe storms, and cooling water shortages.\textsuperscript{61} In response, although the U.S Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) is conducting an as yet unpublished study on nuclear power plant vulnerability to climate


\textsuperscript{60} Flanders S., Chokshi N. et al. (2017): Insights Gained from Post Fukushima Reviews of Seismic and Flooding Hazards at Operating U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Sites, Transactions, SMiRT-24 BEXCO, Busan, Korea – August 20-25, 2017 Division VII.

change, active protective or adaptation measures remain uncosted and unprioritised.

3.2 Investment, Relocation, Abandonment

Whilst it seems clear that climate change-driven coastal flooding will impact UK nuclear power stations, the key questions are when and by how much? Well, the UK Institute of Mechanical Engineers (IME) state that all existing and proposed new UK reactors (together with their spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste stores) will be increasingly vulnerable to sea-level rise, flooding, storm surge, and ‘nuclear islanding’. Perhaps alarmingly, IME point out that these UK coastal nuclear sites will need considerable investment to protect them against rising sea levels, and even relocation or abandonment.

And according to an unpublished UK government document obtained some time ago under the Freedom of Information Act, the Environment Agency have warned that 12 of UK’s 19 nuclear sites are in danger of coastal flooding and erosion. Nine of the sites were assessed as vulnerable, while others are at risk from rising sea levels, storm surge and combined hazard compound flooding (when storm surge combines with heavy rainfall) – since not only is storm surge made worse with heavy precipitation, but it can also block or slow river drainage to the sea.

---


64 ‘Nuclear islanding’ occurs when the nuclear power plant is completely surrounded by flood water.


3.3 ONR Unknown Knowns

Whilst the UK Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) Nuclear Safety Technical Assessment Guide on External Hazards highlights the fact that changes in meteorological and coastal flooding hazards from climate change could be significant, ONR only assess nuclear ‘Safety Cases’ with the expectation that ‘reasonably foreseeable’ effects are taken into account. The problem is, even though ONR’s Expert Panel on External Hazards reports that there will be a significant increase in sea-level rise events by 2050 – ONR doesn’t define what a reasonably foreseeable sea-level rise could be, and so this remains the responsibility of the nuclear power plant industrial corporate owner to justify.

As ONR’s Expert Panel admits, projections for climate impact contain ‘considerable uncertainty’, with small changes to UK storm systems altering the height of storm surges significantly. This is all the more worrying due to the very real possibility of unexpected rapid extreme events from abrupt climate change, including unaccounted-for interactions and feedbacks. Even more inexplicably, ONR maintain that nuclear power plant owners don’t have to reconsider their key nuclear safety case in the light of new climate science.

In this context, it’s unsettling to reflect that very recent research (not based on the theoretical relationships suggested by atmospheric physics, but on historical climate data) allows climate sensitivity uncertainty to be estimated from direct observations with few assumptions. Grounded on historical data, the Scaling Climate Response Function model significantly reduces prediction uncertainties. In analysing the results, the research finds that the +1.5°C threshold for dangerous warming will likely be crossed between 2027 – 2042, and all that implies for sea-level rise, storm surge and, hence, current ONR regulation of climate related nuclear risk based on their ‘reasonably foreseeable’ event standard.

---


70 A nuclear Safety Case identifies the hazards and risks that face an operating nuclear power plant and describes the safety management systems that attempt to mitigate them. It provides the evidence on which ONR judges whether a nuclear facility is adequately safe to operate (or not) and is a key nuclear site licence condition.


4. Form, Function and Flooding

Given the significant risks associated with UK nuclear installation operations combined with their substantive radioactive waste inventories – it could prove important to better understand any reasonably foreseeable climate-driven impact these facilities are likely to face in the future.

Here, two representative practical examples may prove helpful: The ageing nuclear power plant at Dungeness (Kent), and proposed new nuclear reactor construction at Sizewell C (Suffolk).

Deploying representative sea-level projections closely aligned with only median IPCC findings,\textsuperscript{75} and based on only median sea-level projections\textsuperscript{76} – the Climate Central derived annual flood risk maps\textsuperscript{77} should be interpreted as threat indicator screening tools requiring deeper investigation.\textsuperscript{78} This is because, despite the relative limitations of all modelled data, the underpinning analysis deploys significantly improved consideration of coastal elevation, ocean thermal expansion, ice sheet melt, and land motion – and, hence, provides good estimates of vulnerability to sea-level rise induced climate impact.

As discussed, new knowledge concerning the role of enhanced sensitivity of Greenland and especially Antarctic ice sheets to global warming (and hence sea-level rise) give very significant cause for concern. In this context, it’s important to note that the flood risk maps focus on only median projections from a sea-level rise model that doesn’t incorporate the higher end of potential ice sheet sensitivity. Thus, since the following maps are based on the conservative Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) predictions consistent with the Paris Climate Agreement’s 2°C target,\textsuperscript{79} they represent both reasonable and plausible projections – and are certainly equivalent to comparable nuclear industry and regulatory modelled forecasts.


\textsuperscript{77} Climate Central: Interactive Threat Maps at https://coastal.climatecentral.org


4.1 Dungeness EDF Nuclear Power Plant

Électricité de France (EDF) Dungeness nuclear station, located on the Dungeness headland, comprises a legacy Magnox plant and an AGR nuclear plant of two 1496 MWt reactors which (although non-operational due to ongoing safety concerns) have had their operating licenses renewed until 2028, with decommissioning projected to last up to 2088. This, despite the fact that, as a recent report Commissioned by Kent County Council notes: Sea-level rise will substantially alter the site, which is low-lying and less than 70m from the current mean high-water mark.⁸⁰

Moreover, the Kent County Council report states that with projected changes in sea-level and under combined hazard conditions (where coastal flooding meets high wind), radiation contamination following an accident or incident could significantly impact the South East UK population and further afield.⁸¹

Keeping this in mind, it’s disconcerting to reflect that there’s a very high probability that the nuclear power plant will be subject to very significant near-term annual flood risk – See Fig.1.

---


⁸¹ JBA Consulting for Kent County Council (2020): ibid.
Fig. 1 Dungeness Nuclear Power Plant Annual Flood Risk Map 2050

Annual flood level: Water level at shoreline that local coastal floods exceed on average at least once per year at 2050. Emissions pathway: Moderate emissions cuts (RCP 4.5) consistent with the Paris Climate Agreement 2°C target, median climate sensitivity. Elevation model: CoastalDEM.
With UK’s Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) considering exploring investing in a nuclear project ‘subject to clear value for money for consumers and taxpayers’, EDF have submitted plans to construct a circa £20 billion 3,200 MWe nuclear power plant at Sizewell C comprising two EPR reactors.

Importantly (given cost implications of attempts to mitigate future climate impact on nuclear power plants), BEIS’ recent UK Energy White Paper suggests that HMG remains open to nuclear projects only if significant reductions in costs are possible, along with delivery to time and budget – noting that industry should deliver the ambitious goal it set itself, (published in HMG’s 2018 Nuclear Sector Deal) to reduce the cost of nuclear new-build projects by 30% by 2030.

---


However, this necessary cost-limitation may prove a bridge too far, since any adaptation efforts to mitigate annual flooding (projected to almost entirely surround the proposed EDF Sizewell C EPR nuclear island by 2050) will inevitably entail significantly increased expense for construction, operation, spent nuclear fuel management, rad-waste storage and eventual decommissioning – See Fig.2.

**Fig.2 Proposed EDF EPR Sizewell C Nuclear Power Plant Annual Flood Risk Map 2050**

---

86 Annual flood level: Water level at shoreline that local coastal floods exceed on average at least once per year at 2050. Emissions pathway: Moderate emissions cuts (RCP 4.5) consistent with the Paris Climate Agreement 2°C target, median climate sensitivity. Elevation model: CoastalDEM.
Radiation protection is not a zero-sum game, rather a considered balancing of opportunities and risks – something greater than the sum of its parts. And as with all projections these maps are models, albeit dependent on conservative scoping assumptions. That said, although these coastal flood maps are based on measured local sea surface and local sea-level rise forecasts (plus the height above sea-level of defined local flood types) – since they are not based on physical storm and flood simulations, risk from actual extreme flood events may be far greater. This is because factors such as erosion, future change in storm intensity and frequency, storm surge, inland flooding and contributions from rainfall or rivers, are not taken into account. In other words, the flood risk projection maps may prove to be an underestimation. All the more since, in estimating the height of local annual floods above sea-level, this analysis deploys a global model that conservatively estimates potential flood height.


5. Findings

In the last year, climate models have run hot. As knowledge of enhanced climate sensitivity and polar ice melt rate evolves it's become clear that sea-level rise is significantly faster than previously thought, resulting in more frequent and destructive storm, storm surge, severe precipitation and flooding. As extreme events today become the norm in the future, alteration in storm patterns, storm surge, and river flow will significantly increase ‘combined hazards’.

Ramping change in ice dynamics mean that recent observations of sea-level rise significantly exceed projections made only a decade earlier. This rise in sea-level will substantially increase flooding and erosion in coastal areas, particularly when storm surge coincides with normal high tide. And inland climate-driven inundation and flooding is set to become both more frequent and severe. Meanwhile, predicted changes to storm patterns (affecting both storm surge and river flow) will accelerate ‘combined hazard’ impact, making current risk mitigation measures potentially obsolete.

The corollary to this analysis is that present and planned UK coastal nuclear infrastructure will be at significant and increasing risk from climate impact, vulnerable to sea-level rise, greater storm intensity and storm surge, increasing rainfall, raised river flow, inundation and flooding hazard – fundamentally bringing into question nuclear safety, security and operational viability. In other words, UK nuclear infrastructure is, quite literally, at the front-line of climate change risk.

Integrating very recent peer-reviewed scientific knowledge on climate change impact, this Report’s key finding is that UK civil nuclear infrastructure is profoundly unprepared for climate impact and there is a very high probability that reactors and associated high-level spent fuel stores will become unfit for purpose, and soon.

Paradoxically, whilst planned nuclear expansion seeks to provide enhanced energy security, there is a high probability that it will produce the obverse – as the form and function of a planned component of our electricity infrastructure becomes unviable due to ramping climate impact.

This is because risks to nuclear installations from sea-level rise and extreme climate events will not be linear – as there will be thresholds at which existing natural and built barriers are exceeded as storm surge and precipitation intensity increasingly erodes coastal and inland nuclear infrastructure flood defences. The implication being that nuclear industry and ONR efforts to mitigate climate risk will involve very significantly increased expense for any nuclear construction, operation, waste management, decommissioning, and even relocation or abandonment.
6. What to Do

The key ‘take-way’ from this report implies a substantive reassessment of nuclear’s role in UK net-zero.

In other words, nuclear’s lower-carbon electricity USP sits in the context of the much larger picture – that UK coastal nuclear will be one of the first, and most significant, casualties to ramping climate impact.

Nuclear is, quite literally, on the front-line of climate change – and not in a good way.

The unfortunate reality is that nuclear, far from helping with our shared climate problem, will add to it – as UK coastal nuclear becomes subject to significant sea-level rise, storm surge and flooding.

All this means that evolutionary modelled prediction of seasonal, decadal, and future climate change impact on UK nuclear infrastructure must be accounted for, including the potential for rapid change extreme events, abrupt interactions and feedbacks.

Further comprehensive nuclear industry and ONR risk assessments based on ‘all case’ scenarios must be published and regularly updated as fundamental scientific climate impact evidence evolves.

Such an approach must include costings for any necessary mitigation measures and a range of contingency plans for the swift onset of climate-driven severe weather.

In this sense, action on climate change impact on UK nuclear infrastructure should be informed by and flow from UK presidency of COP 26 and the forthcoming Environment Bill, thereby reinforcing UK Fusion Doctrine.

---


